
COLLECTING DATA

NOTE: Before you start collecting data ensure you have set up your preferences to point to the correct clinical desktop system for your practice

  
See   for details about how to do this.Setting Your Preferences

  
Once you click the 'Collect' button you will see the 'status bar' in the top right hand corner of the screen flashing while the data is retrieved from the clinical 
desktop system.

 users please note that the data collection is performed from withinGenie, practiX, Medinet, Medtech and MMEx   your clinical application. 
Clicking the CAT4 'Collect' button at the top left of the screen will provide you with the summary steps on how this is done for your system. Step 
by step details are provided here: Choosing your Clinical Desktop System

 users please note that to enable CAT4 to extract this data it needs to access the Blobs folder. This folder is used by Zedmed to store Zedmed
HL7 based data. The default location is c:\zedmeddata\blobs but this can vary depending on your installation – to verify the location you can 
check CRS_App_Server.ini (which may be in a folder called ZedmedServer) which should have an entry called BLOBFilesPath=C:
\ZedmedData\Blobs{color}

The data set collected is saved in your preferred data folder (see 'Setting Your Preferences' for more information). 
When the data retrieval has completed you will see an entry in the left hand column. The data is stored as a 'snap-shot' on your PC. You can use 

 this 'snap-shot' for analysis at any time in the future.

Tip: To refresh the list of 'snap-shots' toggle the 'hide/view Extracts' button.

 

Each entry displays the date/time of collection, the number of records retrieved and the machine name on which the collection was done.

The tick box on top of the panel allows you to hide deidentified extracts to only show extracts containing your patient details.

 

  
Tip: To refresh the list of 'snapshots' toggle the Hide/View Extracts button.

 

  

https://help.pencs.com.au/display/CG/Setting+Your+Preferences
https://help.pencs.com.au/display/CG/Choosing+your+Clinical+Desktop+System


 
 Each data set entry displays the date/time of collection, the number of records retrieved, and the machine name on which the collection was performed.

 There is no limit to the number of data sets you can collect. Each data set will be listed as an entry in the left hand panel.
To analyse a specific data set, click on the entry for that data set. It will become highlighted and you will see the 'status bar' in the top right hand corner of 

 the screen flashing while the data is reloaded from the 'snapshot' into CAT4.
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